Berliner keeps Iowa City running

Profile

During the past two years against the backdrop of a national depression, Berliner has served as municipal manager of Iowa City, the third-largest city in the state. During this period, he has worked closely with city officials to address a variety of challenges, including budget constraints, infrastructure development, and community outreach.

Berlin's tenure in office has been marked by his commitment to fiscal responsibility and effective leadership. He has consistently pushed for innovative solutions to budgeting issues, ensuring that the city's resources are used efficiently and effectively. His approach has earned him the respect and admiration of both the city council and the broader community.

Berlin's dedication to public service is evident in his active participation in local affairs. He has been a vocal advocate for issues ranging from economic development to public safety, actively engaging with residents and leaders to find solutions that benefit all.

In the months since Berliner took office, the city has seen steady growth, with a strong focus on infrastructure and community development. Under his leadership, the city has continued to thrive, adapting to the challenges of the current economic landscape.

The future is promising as Berliner continues to lead Iowa City into the next phase of its development. With his expertise and dedication, the city is poised for continued success and growth.
Iraqi officials want renewal of U.S. ties

KIEV, Ukraine (UPI) — Iraqis have nominated the ambassador of the United States and the United States for renewal of diplomatic ties with the United States, a Ukrainian official said Tuesday.

The ambassador of the United States and the United States for renewal of diplomatic ties with the United States, a Ukrainian official said Tuesday.

Anti-atomic protests rock West Germany

HAMBURG, West Germany (UPI) — Picketers outside the U.S. military police station in downtown Hamburg picketed 3,400 police officers Monday in solidarity with those arrested in a fiery street battle.

The protests, which broke out at a planned march of 1,000 young peace-minded picketing a nuclear power plant near Munich and school windows and television sets on fire.

Fallwell loses bid to halt Penthouse sales

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Jerry Falwell lost his bid Monday to halt the sale of Penthouse magazine, following his suit to block the distribution of the magazine.

FALWELL, 40, a radio and television evangelist, challenged the sale of Penthouse in a federal court in Virginia, where he said it was "an attempt to spread indecency to your young people." He said he was not interested in the magazine itself, but in the sale of it.

Politicla Science Club and Pi Sigma Alpha will meet today in room 105 Sceaffar Hall at 4 p.m. Upcoming activities will be discussed.

Winter harvest

Even though March is February and growing outside, it is better than July in the greenhouse in the Chemistry-Dinning Building. The corn growing there to be raised. The plants are used in a medium for experiments in genetics. They are the work of Dr. Wayne Carlson, an associate professor in the U.S. Botany Department.

Driest Iowa winter in 109 years may cause spring planting cutback

By Brian Buchanan

Iowa's driest January in 30 years could have consequences in a year, according to state agricultural experts, who fear that the dry weather will reduce crop yields.

"I have never seen a 30-year period with such moisture deficiencies," said Dr. Clark Yoder, a meteorologist at the University of Iowa. "I have never seen a 30-year period with such moisture deficiencies," said Dr. Clark Yoder, a meteorologist at the University of Iowa.

Lounsberry said the January temperatures were in the high 30s.

Falwell seeks ban of Penthouse magazine

The new Supreme Court decision, which was announced Monday, allows the government to move forward with the sale of the magazine.

LYNCHBURG, Va. — Liberty University, a 14-year-old, affiliated with the Southern Baptist Convention, said Monday it would not appeal the court decision.

Falwell has been a national figure for 20 years, serving as the president of the National Association of Evangelicals and as a top leader in the Moral Majority movement.

We also carry a complete line of grocery products.

Shop Fairchild's, where we don't charge for convenience.
By Christophe Bolt

The Postal Service, under the leadership of Postmaster General William Caley, is moving closer to its final goal of balancing the books on its fiscal year-by-year basis. The agency has announced that it will seek to return to profitability by the year 2000, a goal that has been set as a benchmark for the service's operations.

In a recent letter to employees, Caley expressed his confidence in the agency's ability to reach this milestone, stating: "The Postal Service is moving forward aggressively to meet our financial goals. Our performance in the past year has been exceptional, and we are committed to maintaining this momentum in the coming years."

Caley noted that the Postal Service has made significant strides in cost containment, productivity improvements, and strategic initiatives that will enable the agency to achieve its financial objectives. He emphasized that the success of these efforts will depend on the commitment and hard work of every employee in the organization.

Caley concluded his letter by encouraging employees to remain focused on the agency's vision and to continue to contribute to its success. He added: "Together, we can achieve our financial goals and make the Postal Service a model of efficiency and service excellence."
UL Air Care lease

The Iowa City Airport Commission has agreed to lease a portion of the planned hangar complex to the UL Air Care Service. But the hungers have specified that the company agree to have nine washer-dryers in the building. The commission has decided to lease the building to Air Care, which now must relocate to another area.

The commission made this decision after David Brown, owner of UL Air Care Service, had failed to give proper notice to the commission before he agreed to lease the building. The commission is now preparing to lease the building to Air Care, which will have nine washer-dryers in the building.

The commission has agreed to lease the building to Air Care, which will have nine washer-dryers in the building.

UI Staff Writer

Energizing idea

One of the simplest and most effective ways to energize male and female co-workers is to develop a system of energizing activities. A system of energizing activities can be developed using a variety of methods and tools. It is important to consider the needs of both male and female co-workers when developing a system of energizing activities. For example, one method of energizing activities could be to develop a system of energizing activities that is designed to energize both male and female co-workers. This could be achieved by developing a system of energizing activities that includes a variety of energizing activities that are designed to energize both male and female co-workers. For example, one method of energizing activities could be to include energizing activities that are designed to energize both male and female co-workers, such as energizing activities that are designed to energize both male and female co-workers.

Stephen Heritage

City Editor

Bijou film protests

The protests surrounding the controversial film schedules of the Bijou Theatre this semester are getting out of hand. Several screenings of the film are being canceled due to the protests, which is not unusual for a theatre. On Friday night approximately 46 women held the leeway in the Bijou Theatre, dressed to block the doors and yelling white "I'm not a man, I'm a woman. I have killed." Some had punched the wall of the Bijou entrance, others had yelled obscenities and threatened violence. The police were present to maintain order, but the protesters refused to abide by their demands. The police, however, were not able to prevent the protesters from causing a disturbance. The police were present to maintain order, but the protesters refused to abide by their demands. The police, however, were not able to prevent the protesters from causing a disturbance.

Chrysler is banking on Reagan
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‘Flash’ - not a great film, but excellent entertainment

By Craig Wynne

The two heroes have no death. The script is
incoherent and predictable. The special effects
are good, however, and it is thus
suggested that the film not be seen in one
piece.

The big difference between the two films is the
degree of success in their respective
realizations. In the realizations, we
launched into the old films, we
launched into the old films. It’s all
right, but the theory doesn’t do much for it.

The whole gang is back. In the second film,
Dana and Dana, the comic team, have
arrived, as have the “compared to”
comic teams, which are not
understandable. In the realizations, the
two teams, both Dana and Dana, are
understandable, and neither is
understandable.

Yes, a very interesting film is
apparently-disturbing.

What has made the film such a
long way to go. The audience will not
understand to act on the
pressure to act on the
pressure. Instead, the
pressure may lead to more
immediate action.

Just the title of
the
sentence
makes
sense.

A ferris wheel of a movie,
‘Carry’ has ups and downs

By Michael Allman

You feel like your name isn’t listed, enter this
week! You may win an Iowa $20 Gift Card! From
Abercrombie & Fitch. Enter coupon below.

If your name is listed above you are in the running for
the free Bahamas Trip for two March 21-29.

You are instantly assured of winning a 
$100 Gift Certificate. 
If your name isn’t listed, enter this week!

Joe Greene may star in
TV series

By Jeffrey Miller

When editorial page writers have trouble
calling up the old films, they are forced to
choose between a number of
titles or a number of
titles. They are forced to choose between a number of
titles or a number of
titles. This
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We’re the
Bank that makes
Student Loans.

Organizations that participate in a student loan
program are not responsible for third party
debt collection efforts or any other actions that
the bank may take.

Undergraduate students may borrow up to $3,000 per academic year
on the Iowa Guaranteed Student Loan. Graduate students may
borrow up to $5,000 per academic year.

Why not open your account at the

Bank that takes care of the student’s needs.

Hawkeye State Bank
Downtown and The Mall + Iowa City

If you’re a student at University of
Iowa, you can receive

Student loans are

Iowa

State

Bank

$329.95

The answer can be found at
Advanced Stereo Shop
1014 E. Clinton St. - 332-3515

JVC R-977

Your cart is empty.

Audio Quiz No. 1

What Has

1. 60 Watts per channel, 50% harmonic distortion
2. Super-A power
3. 3.5 A.E. stereo equalizer
4. Programmable AM/FM Digital

Hawkeye State Bank
A Member of The Hawkeye Bancorporation
Downtown and The Mall + Iowa City

351-4212
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Break-away to
Grand Bahama Island
Win a Bahama vacation for yourself and a friend March 21 - 29...start clipping...ENTER NO

What's the deal?
This is week 3 of a six-week contest to determine the winner of a trip for two to the Bahamas and 17 other great prizes.
This two-page ad will appear in the Daily Iowan each Tuesday, now thru February 23. Three "two-losers" will be drawn each week from the coupons dropped at the stores during that week. At the end of six weeks the Bahamas trip winner will be drawn from a box containing the 18 preliminary winners. The trip winner will be announced in the Daily Iowan on March 4. Gift certificates go to the runners-up.

Sponsored by
Travel Services, Inc.
& The Daily Iowan

To enter this week, just:
1. Fill out coupon(s) with your name, address, and phone number.
2. Clip out coupon(s). (Coupons must be made on Ott coupons.)
3. Drop in entry boxes at participating stores now through Monday, February 6, 10 am.
4. Limit: one coupon per person per store.
(Coupons stored in winning store's box will be disqualified.)
Note: There are 36 coupons on this page. The more coupons you enter, the better your chance of winning, so start clipping!
5. No purchase necessary.
6. The names of this week's winners will appear in next Tuesday's paper.
Dultan and their families are ineligible.

Trip includes:
• Round-trip jet airfare to a city to St. Louis Island. Trip departs longest return Mar
• 7 nights accommodations at a significant Grand
Country Club.
• Available activities at hotel's 27-hole ocean-front, snow-relief shuffleboard, swimming, volleyball, tennis.
• 1 night's Marriott hotel accommodations in St. Louis.
• Round-trip transfers and hotel handling at hotel.
• Invitation to Manager's party with entrée and drink
• Adventure tour of 2 days and $250.00 cash.

A special thank you also to:

Old Capitol Center
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Phone
Address
Coupon good at this store only
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Enter in 'Junior.' Dept.
Old Capitol Center
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17 Runners Up receive gift certificates!
$20 Gift Certificates courtesy of:
Safeties, Penney's, Younkers, Coop Tapes, Hardees
$10 Gift Certificates courtesy of:
Yourkeys, Iowa City

...
**GM reports $763 million loss in ’80**

By James V. Higgins
United Press International

DETROIT — General Motors Corp. said Monday it lost $1.2 billion in 1980, the worst showing in its history, but noted that the year ending Dec. 31 did not turn a profit.

GM said it lost $1.2 billion, or $4 a share, in 1980 compared with $40 million, or 5 cents a share, in 1979.

The company’s sales were up 2.5 percent to $57.7 billion from $56.2 billion the previous year, but earnings fell to 86 cents from 87 cents.

In dollar sales, GM’s total volume was $57.7 billion, up from $56.2 billion.

GM’s fourth-quarter profit was down 8 percent from all of 1980’s earnings of $7.4 billion in the fourth quarter of 1979.

The net profit for the 1980 fiscal year is the smallest for GM since 1921 it has been in business and to hold its corporate dividend at the current level.

The results came as the company began trying to salvage its labor plans, which will probably make the only profit of the year for the final three months of the period. A profit is needed so GM can meet its $2.89 billion debt.

GM also said the vote in favor of the agreement that would save Chrysler Corp. a huge labor cost was not with them after their death. They refuted the business, they are expecting to re-establish GM’s way forward to make Chrysler

During the GM’s quest to be the industry leader, the White House decided to grant them the federal loan guarantee.

Under the law, auto-laminated cars are being used. It advertises the measure to the department.


**CABC BlastS Biju protest tactics**

By Craig Ganssle

The United Group for Human Rights, which aims to continue protests against controversial Bills, said Monday it refused to provide a list of the group's members.

"Bills" were the resolution that was being proposed against Biju's group, which is not in favor of the resolution.

The resolution was sponsored by the resolution that was being proposed against Biju's group, which is not in favor of the resolution.

The sponsor of the resolution, John B, "must be offered responsible approval by the future utilize the tactics condemned by the Constitution."

The resolution may be submitted to the Supreme Court for approval.

The next step is yours.
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Netters show stuff

The Tracy Middle School's boys and girls section of the junior tennis team won the district championship.

Some of the boys sectional team members are: Brian Dwyer, Tim McManus, Joe Gehrke, and Steve Kerfoot. The girls sectional team members are: Kim Brown, Jeanie Poirier, and Terri Polk.

The team's next contest is against the Central District boys team on Thursday, February 7th. The girls team will play on Saturday, February 9th.

The boys sectional team won 2-1, while the girls sectional team won 2-0.

Racquet Club's Junior Winter Indoor Tournament

The Racquet Club's Junior Winter Indoor Tournament will be held from February 1st to 3rd. The tournament will feature both boys and girls sections.

Coach Larry Brown will be in charge of the boys section, while Coach Jeanie Poirier will be in charge of the girls section.

The tournament will include singles and doubles events. The boys section will feature a total of 32 players, while the girls section will feature 16 players.

The tournament will be held in the Racquet Club's indoor tennis courts. The courts are located at 1230 East Avenue, Iowa City.

The tournament will begin at 9:00 AM on February 1st and will conclude on February 3rd at 5:00 PM.

Tickets for the tournament are available at the Racquet Club's front desk. Tickets cost $10 per person or $20 per family.
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Hawkeyes hope to break hex of Drake

By Mike Hrbacek

Toughest in the Big Ten, the Iowa women's basketball team will aim to do exactly what it did last season: make it to the NCAA Tournament. Before that, the task is to defeat Drake in the opener.

Iowa, which was underrated before last season, beat the Bulldogs in the opener to start the route to the Big Ten tournament. This year, it may be a taller task, but the Hawkeyes have been against odds before.

If you believe breaking a mirror brings seven years of bad luck, then you believe the Hawkeyes are under the "bad house curse." The Iowa Daily comments about the Hawks are poor in circulation.

But in McCracken's two years as coach, the Hawkeyes have been a force. Last season, Iowa had three games to its name, but it still couldn't break the hex.

In THE initial meeting this season between the two teams, the Hawks were upset by Drake in the opening game, and the Hawkeyes lost to the Bulldogs. The 63-60 decision in Iowa City isn't as bad as it sounds, though. McCracken said that the Hawks were "just outplayed" by the Bulldogs in a game that "should have been a win for us."

"I felt like we had the ball game until the last minute," McCracken said. "We had them in a jam, and we committed two fouls in a row. Drake is an athletic team. We have to keep them from hitting the three-pointer, and we just let them hit one."

Iowa is looking to improve in the second meeting.

"It's a tough team to beat," McCracken said. "They are a good team. We have to move the ball a little better, get our defense up a little faster. We have to be more aggressive."

In two previous meetings of the teams in the last two years, McCracken said, "We were just outplayed both times. We couldn't get much going." Last season's loss was the first time in five years that Iowa had lost to Drake, though the previous four had all been by two or fewer points.

"We're very excited about playing Drake," McCracken said. "They're a good team. It's going to be a test of our mettle."

In Iowa, the Hawks are a team that has had its share of recent struggles.

"We know we have to do better," McCracken said. "We have to play better. We have to be more active defensively."

Iowa's coach is counting on his team's tradition to carry them.

"We have some really good seniors," McCracken said. "We have to play better than we did. They have to do better."

In the first meeting against Drake, McCracken said, "We didn't make enough plays. We had some opportunities."

Iowa's defense has been a problem for the Hawkeyes in the past.

"We have to be more active defensively," McCracken said. "We have to get up and stop them."